
Promoting Language and Early Literacy 

Setting the Stage for Your Read Aloud

Early Literacy 
Activities for Educators

Remember to set up your environment for

your read-aloud. 

The focus of the initial read-aloud is for

children to enjoy a good story.

       For Infants & Toddlers

This Shoe Needs a Foot
Written by Caedyn Melach             Illustrated by Wook Jin Jung

Scan QR code for a video of This Shoe

Needs a Foot being read aloud

Shoe

Foot

Infants turn towards the direction of

your voice. Prompt the infants by

saying their name to observe them

beginning to respond to their name. 

0-12 months:
Mobile infants and young

toddlers show a growing

understanding of familiar words

and gestures. When reading the

book, ask children to point to a

foot and point to a shoe giving

them opportunities to follow

one-step directions. 

13-24 months:

Older toddlers begin to

understand questions, simple

directions, and sequencing of

stories. Children may answer

questions when looking at the

book using two or three words to

form simple sentences.

25-36 months:

Does the elephant foot fit in the shoe?  No, it is

too big for the shoe.

Is the shoe happy when it finds the right foot?

Yes, the shoe is smiling!

While children are answering questions, notice the following reading foundational
skills:

What do you do when you meet an obstacle you can't cross? Engineer your

way out! Have your feet ready to wiggle, and get ready to giggle with this fun,

interactive book! This book will encourage readers to build problem-solving

skills. 

If you would like more information on how to use this book in other ways, 

please reach out to your CCR&R Quality Coach for more assistance! www.tnccrr.org

Do you see the shoe? Show me.

Where are your feet? Can you

wiggle your foot?

Ruler

Big

Use give and take

interactions to promote

language development.

Have fun! Children enjoy

books when you enjoy them.

Round

Wide

Emphasize the following words or phrases by pointing to
the word, acting out the word, and telling the children
more about the word.

Suggested questions to ask the children during your
read-aloud:

http://www.tnccrr.org/


Incorporate This Shoe Needs a Foot
into other parts of your day!

Literacy Around The Room

Talk with your children about being kind. 

Point out when someone, an adult or child, is being kind. When asking a

question, pause for a non-verbal or verbal response.

Use kind words during routines to provide a literacy-rich environment all day.

Routine

Did your children enjoy this 
interactive read? Other books to check out! 

This project is funded through a grant with the TN Department of Human Services and Signal Centers Inc.

Trace the child's foot on a sheet of paper. Compare the size of the child's foot

to the shoe. Look, your foot is too small. The shoe is too big for your foot. 

Infants show interest in the writing tool and explore with their mouths. 

Mobile infants and toddlers show increased interest in exploring writing tools.

They may make marks on the paper. 

Older toddlers use the tool to scribble. 

Model using a writing tool while using directional terms. I am tracing around your

foot. I am moving up and down your foot. 

While tracing the children's feet, notice the following:

  

Pre-writing 

Notice infants are beginning to experiment with containers and items. Watch to see if infants take things out of 

the container and explore them. 

Notice mobile infants and young toddlers experimenting with filling the containers and dumping the contents of 

the containers. When a child tries to put items too large for the container, discuss how it is too big. Use a ruler like 

in the book to measure and discover what would fit in the container.

Notice older toddlers are demonstrating an emerging understanding of basic concepts of measurements. Have 

containers with various items and talk to older toddlers about which containers have more things. Have children 

pick up containers to talk about which ones are heavier. 

Experiment with filling and dumping while working on fine motor skills. Are they too big, too small, or too wide?

Math

"When a teacher reads
aloud, it is a bonding
between the teacher,
the children, the books,
and the act of reading."

-Lester L. Laminack


